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0. Introduction 
The recent developments of computer science, which have brought important im- 
provements in the field of Medical imagery and Computer Vision, have generated the 
specific study of Image processing. In order to provide the jormulism required for this 
purpose, which was first studied in the immediately applied framework of Engineer- 
ing Sciences and has led to a lot of practices, efficient indeed although pointtillist, 
but rather difficult to classify, the mathematicul study of digital images, then gen- 
erates new domains of mathematics: Digital Topology and Digital Geometry. This 
mathematical study has as one of its purposes to dejine discrete anulogues jar the 
usual continuous geometrical and topological notions (lines, circles, planes, curves, 
surfaces.. .), and which should fit the conception of integers only> rtlgorithms. Indeed, 
these algorithms turn out to be more eficient for several problems thun algorithms 
using Pouting points, but also easier to formalize so that it is easier to prove that they 
work correctly. 
We shall assume that an object has been extracted from an image, so that we may 
assume that the set of the colours has cardinality 2 (one then speaks of binury images), 
which is sufficient to enable us to distinguish between the points of the object and the 
points of its complement (the complement of the object is called the background of the 
binary image). In our modelization, pixels (short for picture elements) are unit squares, 
voxels (short for volume elements) are unit cubes and, in fact, will be considered here 
as elements of Z2 and Z3, respectively. 
Our approach for the definition of a surface is close to Morgenthaler’s [ 141; we shall 
define a surface as a set of voxels (i.e. a subset of Z3) in which the neighborhood of 
each point satisfies some specific properties. The required conditions for an object S 
to be a surface deal independently with the immediate neighborhood of each point of 
S, so that our definition can be called a local one. To decide whether or not an object 
S is a surface, we therefore obtain both a linear sequential algorithm and a highly 
parallel algorithm. 
Our surfaces are 18-connected objects which generalize the above-mentioned sur- 
faces of Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld when the latter surfaces are considered in 26 
connectivity. 
After implementation, we observed that, contrary to the surfaces of Morgenthaler 
and Rosenfeld, the border of some smooth volumes such as the 6-border (i.e., the 
elements of the objects which are 6-adjacent to a point of its complement) of balls 
(even low radius balls) or full toruses very often turns out to be a surface accord- 
ing to our definition. This shows that the surfaces we define here can appear in a 
very natural way in Digital Topology, and that the generality obtained in our def- 
inition of surfaces makes it more efficient as a surface recognition algorithm for 
3D images, and as a singularities detector. Besides, together with a heuristic for 
removing some points of the thin discrete object thus obtained, this observation en- 
abled us to define a discretization process (see list of experimental results in 
Section 111.2). 
It remains to be shown both of the following: 
~ The rum-putholoyical churucter of our notion. 
Indeed, this is precisely the point which justifies the search for definitions which are 
alternative to the definitions of surfaces as sets of faces of voxels: in such surfaces. 
the set of immediate interior voxels generally does not look like a surface at all, and 
no specific treatment is defined on it. 
Mainly, we shall prove a Jordan theorem for our finite surfaces (more precisely WC 
shall prove that the complement of a finite closed surface of Z3 has exactly two 6- 
connected components one of which is finite and consists in the points called intrrior to 
the surface). Furthermore, we shall see that any point in a finite surfaces is &adjacent 
both to an interior point and to an exterior point. 
These two results show that the surfaces we define are both thin and separating 
objects, and UYJ consider thut this ju.ctifie.s the USC of’ the Mimi “surface” ,fiw .suc~l~ 
ol?jtY~ts. 
~ The crppropriatr churucter of our notion ,fkr definiq spec$fic~ urlqorithms such 
as a quick algorithmic characterization (related to the Jordan theorem previously 
mentioned) for interior points of a finite surface, but also, something that has not 
been done up to now, efficient filling algorithms which might be nothing but an 
adaptation of algorithms already defined for other notions of surfaces. 
Our notion of surface follows the observation of many local configurations seeming to 
the author admissible as local configurations in a surface. The key-property observed 
on these examples and on which our definition is based is that the .set A of’ull prJirzt.c 
of‘ u .swf:filw S Ichich ure 26ad&cent to u giwn point P 01’s (the point P of course 
not being considered as 26-adjacent to itself) is un I S-cmnectc~i ,srt li.hich utimi~c un 
intrinsic puram~trixtion, which means that there is a unique Hamiltonian cycle in the 
subgraph of the l&adjacency graph induced by A (which is therefore a canonical cyclic 
numbering for the points of A). This is one of the very basic properties of the notion 
of a simpk c~loscd curw ([ 161). S o we had at first to generalize this notion of a simple 
closed curve in order to obtain a new notion which we called c~lo.s~~l rluN.si-c.llr.l~c’.s, and 
which leads directly to our definition for a surface. 
Since a generalization of the notion of a simple closed curve could turn out to be 
useful in any dimension, we define it in the framework of combinatorial graphs. 
Then, a surface will be defined (in Part II) as (I set S of’points of’ Z3 s~h that ./or 
un!% point P in S the set oj’ the points of S \~hich ure 26diuwnt to P is u c~lo.sc~d 
quu.vi-cuwe in !he 1 &crdjucenq’ qruph. 
Then, on the footsteps of an already classical way of proving discrete Jordan theo- 
rems [16, 141, we provide, first, a characterization for interior points of a finite surface; 
this a priori characterization will then be justified by the corresponding Jordan the- 
orem. Our characterization for interior points of a finite surface will be built on the 
two-dimensional notion of the winding number of’ a closed &path uround u point 
of’ Z’. Indeed, intuitively, a point will be said to be interior to u swfke if’ thr 
number of’ trunscersal crossings oj’ m ruy, hauirug the point as an extremit~~, bvith 
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the surjke is odd. For formalizing these notions (and in particular in order to dis- 
tinguish the tvanscersal from the tangent intersections of a ray with a finite sur- 
face), we shall evaluate, after parametrization and projection of the set of the points 
which are 26-adjacent to the intersection of the ray with the surface, the winding num- 
ber of the closed g-paths thus obtained around the single point of the projection of 
the ray. 
Finally, in Part III, we state and prove a three-dimensional Jordan theorem, and then 
we describe a discretization process. This (parallel) discretization process works for 
surfaces which are given in an implicit j&m, and consists in the following: 
Given a continuous surface defined by an equation F(x, y,z) = 0, we consider the 
set of all points (x, y,z) in Z3 such that F(x, y,z) < 0 and which are 6-adjacent to 
a point (x’, y’,z’) of Z3 with F(x’, y’,z’) 30. In other words, we consider the in- 
terior 6-frontier of the domain F < 0. By removing from the thin object thus ob- 
tained some points which are characterized in a simple locul way, in the case when 
the surface is smooth enough with respect to the size of the voxels, we always ob- 
tain (as experiments show) a surface according to the discrete definition previously 
mentioned. 
This discretization process can be considered both 
~ as a way to discrrtize the boundury of smooth objects in order to obtain a discrete 
surface for which some specific treatments are defined, 
~ but also as a rather quick algorithm for the detection of singulurities. 
Part I. Preliminaries 
I.1. Basic dejnitions and notutions 
Naturally some graphs as binary relations appear in the field of Digital topology, 
when one considers for instance, 
~ In dimension 2 the 4-aljucency and the 8-udjucency relations which are symmetric 
and antireflexive relations on the set Z2. 
~ In dimension 3 the 6-udjucency, the 18-udjucency and the 26-adjucency relations 
which are also symmetric and antireflexive. 
In order to apply our definitions and results to sez;euul relations thus considered in 
Digital Topology, we shall set our basic definitions in the framework of graphs. 
Definitions (graphs). 
1.1.1. One calls a non-oriented graph the data of a couple (S,R) where S is a set and 
R is a symmetric binary relation on the set S. In the sequel, since all graphs considered 
are non-oriented, one shall say graph in short for a non-oriented graph. The elements 
of S will be called vertices or points of the graph. 
Once for all in this whole section, one considers a given graph G = (S, R). 
1.1.2. Let P and Q be two points of S. The points P and Q are said to be ~cljrrc~nt 
(or equivalently rze&hhors) if and only if they arc distinct and R(P,Q) is true. 
Given P t S, one shall denote N(P) the set of points in S which are adjacent to P. 
1.1.3. For any subset SI of S one considers the relation RI on the set S’I obtained by 
restriction of the relation R to Sl. The graph G’ = (Sl, RI ) is called the .r7th~~rr7ph ol‘ CP 
it7d1rwd by the subset SI of S. 
1.1.4. A put/7 in G is a finite sequence c = (Pl.. P,,) of points in S such that fog 
i = 2,. _. 17, the point P, is adjacent or equal to the point f, 1. One says the point PI 
is linked to the point P,, by the path C. 
1.1.5. The graph G is said to be connec~td if and only if for any pair {P, P’} of points 
in S there is a path in G which links P to P'. 
1.1.6. Two points P and P' of S are said to be in the same connected component of 
G if there exists a path in G from P to P', relation which is an equivalence relation 
and any class for this relation is called a cmnecfd c~mpomwr of G. 
Observe that G is connected if and only if it has exactly one connected component. 
1.1.7. A closrd put/z (or equivalently c,yc.le) qf ltwgth 77 in G is a sequence L’ = (f, ),,- 
of points of S which is n-periodic and such that for it Z the point P, is adjacent to 
the point Pi 1. 
Remark 1.1.1. Given a closed path c = (c)rtl of length t7 in G, then the length 17 of C’ 
is not necessarily the shortest possible period for the sequence (P1),E;. Thus, the same 
sequence (P,)its can be considered as a cycle of length t7.277.3t7, etc. Therefore the 
length 17 is indeed part of the data of the closed path C. 
Remark 1.1.2. We have chosen to define a closed path as a periodic infinite sequence. 
This will turn out to be convenient for some proofs in particular as far as the changes 
of parameter are concerned. However. for some proofs it might be more convenient 
to consider a c,~& c!f’ kngth 17 us u finite s~yucwc~~ of’ rutices (PO, PI. . P,, ) ll.itlz 
p0 = P,, ut7rl ,fbr- i E (0, . . , t7 ~ I ) thr poitzt P, u~jmwt to P, +~ 1. 
These two definitions can be considered as equivalent: Provided with a cycle of 
length n satisfying the former definition (Definition 1.1.7) one obtains in a canonical 
way a cycle satisfying the latter definition by restriction of the infinite sequence of 
points to one of its periods. Now, provided with a cycle of length n satisfying the 
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latter definition, one can prolong in a unique way the finite sequence to turn it into an 
n-periodic infinite sequence, thus obtaining a cycle of length n according to the first 
definition. 
Notation. If c = (fi)iEz is a closed path of length n in G, one shall denote by c* the 
image {pi/i E Z} of c, which is a subset of S. 
Definition 1.1.8 (parametrization). A cycle c = (fl)iEm with a length equal to the car- 
dinality of S is called a Hamiltonian cycle in G if and only if it covers S (i.e. c* =S). 
From the point of view of Digital Topology, we say parametrization as a synonym 
for Hamiltonian cycle. 
Definition 1.1.9 (change ofpurameter). Let cl = (fi)iEn and c2 = (Qi)iEz be two cy- 
cles in G of the same length, the cycles ct and c2 are said to be the same up to a 
change of parameter if and only if either one of the two following properties holds: 
( 1) There exists io E Z such that for all i E L we have Qi = P;,,+i. 
(2) There exists io E Z such that for all i E Z we have Qi =P,,,-;. 
When Property (1) holds, cycle ct and cycle c2 are obtained from one another by an 
orientation preserving change of parameter, and when Property (2) holds the cycles 
ct and c2 are obtained one from each other by a change of parameter which does not 
preserve orientation. 
Notice that the relation “to be the same up to a change of parameter” is an equiva- 
lence relation between cycles of G. 
Definition 1.1.10 (geometrical data of a simple closed curve). A subset C of S will 
be called a simple closed curve in G if and only if the subgraph of G induced by C 
is connected and any point in C has exactly two neighbors in C. 
Observe that the cardinality of a simple closed curve must be strictly greater than 2. 
The following proposition is well known: 
Proposition 1.1.1. Let C be a simple closed curve in G with cardinality n. Then, 
(1) there exists a parametrization c = (e.)itz of C; 
(2) If cl is another parametrization of C, then cl and c are the same up to a 
change of parameter. 
We now set some basic definitions specified in two-dimensional Digital Topology. 
Definition 1.1.11 (k-adjacency and k-connectivity in 20). We remind the reader that 
two points P(i,j) and P’(i’,j’) in Z2 are said to be &adjacent if and only if max((i - 
i’l, Ij - j’l) = 1. Besides, the points P and P’ are said to be 4-adjacent if and only if 
they are 8-adjacent and have one of their coordinates in common. 
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A 4-connected [respectively S-connected] component of a subset .4 of Z’ is a con- 
nected component in the subgraph induced by A in the graph of Z’ provided with 
the 4-adjacency [respectively g-adjacency] relation. A subset A of Z2 is said to be 
4-connected [respectively 8-connected] if it has exactly one 4-connected [respectively 
8-connected] component. 
For k E {4,8), a closed k-path c in Z’ is a closed path in the k-adjacency graph. 
We now set some basic definitions specified in three-dimensional Digital Topology. 
Definition 1.1.13 (k-udjucency und k-connectivit>, in 30). We remind the reader that 
two points P(i, j, k) and P’(i’, j’, k’) in Z3 are said to be 26-udjucent if and only if 
max(li-i’l, l,j-j’l, Ik-k’l)= 1. Besides, the points P and P’ are said to be 18-ac&rc~nt 
if and only if they are 26-adjacent and have one of their coordinates in common: the 
points P and P’ are said to be 6-u&cent if and only if they are 26-adjacent and have 
two of their coordinates in common. 
For k E {6,18,26} and P a point of Z’, we denote by ly,(P) the set of all points 
which are k-adjacent to P. 
Given a subset A and a point P of Z’, we shall say that P is k-adjucent to A if and 
only if P @A and P is k-adjacent to some point of A. 
For k E {6,18,26}, a k- connected component of a subset A of Z3 is a connected com- 
ponent in the subgraph induced by A in the graph of Z3 provided with the k-adjacency 
relation. A subset A of Z3 is said to be k-connected if it has exactly one k-connected 
component. 
A closed k-path c in Z3 is a cycle in the k-adjacency graph of Z13. 
1.2. Tivo-dimensional preliminuries: The winding number of u closed puth uround 
u point in the spuce Z’ 
Inrroduction. Given a point P E L2 and a closed X-path c = (P,)Itl of .Z!’ which does 
not contain P, we wish to formalize and investigate the number of times the path C’ 
turns around P in this section. These notions and results will be used in Part 11. 
From its very definition the Mtindiny number of a (not necessarily simple) closed 
8-pa1.h around a point, can be evaluated in a very simple ulgorithmic MUJ’. 
Given a point P E Z2 and a closed g-path c = (P,),Er of Z2 which does not contain P. 
we define the lvinding number of c around P in a completely discrete and algorithmic 
way as follows: 
Al first we consider u ray (i.e. a half line) A huciny P us an e.utremitJ, trnd lzhich 
is purali~~l to one of’ the coordinates uxis (there exist four such rays Al, ,I?, Ai and 
A,), and compute u/~qebruicull_?l the number of’ times the puth c crosses A. crddincg $ I 
when c crosses A in u certain fixed direction and udding - 1 lvhen the puth c crosses 
A in the other direction. The Definition 1.2.1 below tends to obtain compatibility for 
the sign conventions concerning all transversal intersections in deciding whether a path 
c crosses A, in the positive or in the negative way for rays Al, AZ. 43 and AJ which 
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I- 
a: the path c crosses A, positively b: the path c crosses A1 negatively 
= point P 0 = points of A, n = points of c 
Fig. I. Example. (a) the path c crosses LII positively; (b) the path c crosses LI, negatively. (0) point P; 
(0) points of Al; (m) points of c. 
we need to consider. We have in mind that we should obtain a positive result for the 
winding number of a path which turns around P counterclockwise. 
Clearly, if we change our convention on the transverse orientation of the ray A 
to compute the number of oriented intersections between A and c, this changes the 
winding number into its opposite. Moreover, we shall see that the winding number of 
L’ around P does not depend on the ray AI, A>, 43 or 44 used for computing it. 
We remind the reader that given a closed path c= (P,)iGz in 2’ or Z3, by c* we 
denote the image {E/i E Z}. 
Definition 1.2.1 (sign conventions for transversal intersections). Let P be a point of 
Z2 and c=(P,)~~E be a closed s-path which does not contain P. 
~ Let Al be the ray having P as an extremity, parallel to the axis of the first coordinate, 
and in the same direction as the increasing first coordinate. 
Let % = (pl, ,e) be a maximal connected sequence of points of c* n Al (i.e. for 
i <k <j the point Pk is a point of A 1, and neither P,_ 1 nor Pi+ 1 belong to A 1). 
The s-path c is said to cross Al positively (Fig. l(a)) at the point of index i if and 
only if P,_I lies under Al and Pj+l lies above AI. 
The &path c is said to uoss Al negatively (Fig. l(b)) at the point of index i if 
and only if P,_l lies above A 1 and Pj+l lies under Al. 
~ Now, let 42 be the vertical ray having P as its extremity and being directed upward. 
Let A3 be the ray having P as extremity, parallel to the axis of the first coordinate, 
and in the same direction as the decreasing first coordinate. Let 44 be the vertical 
ray having P as its extremity and directed downward. 
We can define, in a similar way in which we did for Al, the positive and negative 
transversal crossings of c and A, for x =2,3 and 4. Moreover, we can do it in such 
a way that we obtain the coherent system of sign conventions as represented in Fig. 2 
below. 
Definition 1.2.2. Let P be a point of Z2 and c = (I:)iE~ be a closed g-path which does 
not contain P. Let x E { 1,. ,4}. We consider the ray A, defined in Definition 1.2.1. 
Let G5 =(e,. ,P,) be a maximal connected sequence of points of c* f? A,. The 
contribution of i to the winding number of c around the point P computed with 
IYJ.S~XJ~:~~ to A,, and I,.y(c, P) is defined by the following quantity: 
l,.J((.. P) = t 1 if c crosses A, positively at the point c, 
l,.r(~. P) = ~ I if c crosses A, negatively at the point c, 
I,Jc~.P)=O otherwise (such an intersection is said to be tangent). 
We consider that ~,.Jc. P) is defined and is equal to 0 for any i which is not the index 
of the first point of CI maximal connected sequence of points of C* ~1 A,. 
For r t { I, 2,3.4}, the winding number of c’ LIIYMH~~ P conp~trtl H it11 w.sprc~t to .I,. 
denoted by f,(c..P), consists of the sum of the I,,,((,.P) for i = I.. . ./I. 
Remark 1.2.2. In the previous Definition 1.2.3, the sum has a number of terms which 
is equal to the length of the closed S-path. 
Remark 1.2.3. (I ) Since c’ is periodic, the winding number of the path C’ around P 
Definition 1.2.3. Let P be a point of H’ and c’ = (e Jft: be a closed &path of length 
II which dots not contain P. 
computed with respect to the ray A, is left unchanged by an orientation preserving 
change of parameter in the closed g-path C. 
In other words. given it) t Z then I,((,, P) is equal to the sum of the f,,,(c. P) for 
i = io.. . io + 17 ~ I. This can be expressed by the following formula: 
i’,(c.P)= c I,.l(c,P) 
/,, s. , <iii--l! 
(2) Since c is periodic, the winding number of the path C’ around P computed with 
respect to the ray A, is turned into its opposite by a change of parameter which reverses 
the orientation in the closed g-path c. In other words given io E Z. if we denote by c,’ 
the closed X-path c.’ = (&, )iE/ of length H, then I,(c,P)= ~ I,(?./‘). 
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Index = 0 Index = fl Index = k 2 
= point P q = points of Ao, a = 1,2, 3,4. n = points of c 
Fig. 3. The winding number does not depend on the ray with respect to which it is computed. (a) Index = 0; 
(b) Index = * 1; (c) Index = f 2; ( ) point P; (0) points of A,, x = I, 2,3,4: (H) points of c. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2.1 can be found, together with some additional properties 
of the winding number, in [12]. 
Definition 1.2.4. Let P be a point of Z* and c = (C:)itz be a closed 8-path which does 
not contain P. We denote by Z(c, P) the winding number of c around P computed 
with respect to any of the rays A, with c( E {I, 2,3,4}. From Theorem 1.2.1 above, this 
integer value does not depend on x (Fig. 3). 
1.3. The notion of a quasi-curve in a gruph 
In Digital Topology (in Z* or Z3), it is usual to define a simple closed curve C 
in a graph as a subset of the set of vertices of the graph which is connected, and 
such that any point in C is adjacent (i.e. linked by an edge of the graph) to exactly 
two points of C. A very basic property of a simple closed curve (see ( 1) and (2) of 
Theorem 1.3.1) is to admit a purametrizution (i.e. a cyclic numbering for the points 
of the simple closed curve) which is unique up to a change of parameter. 
In this section, our purpose is to provide a new notion ~ the notion of a closed 
quasi-curve ~ which generalizes the notion of a simple closed curve previously men- 
tioned, and to set the main property of this notion i.e. that a closed quasi-curve admits 
a parametrization (which will be a Hamiltonian cycle in the subgraph induced by 
the quasi-curve) which is unique up to a change of parameter. The condition (2) of 
the definition means that, instead of having degree 2 as in a simple closed curve, 
the vertices of a closed quasi-curve can have degree 2, 3 or 4. 
There exist linear ulgorithms for deciding whether a given graph is a closed quasi- 
curve or not and for constructing the parametrization of a closed quasi-curve. 
Finally we provide a characterization of all cycles in a graph the image of which is 
a closed quasi-curve. Such a cycle will be called a parametrized closed quasi-curve. 
Definition 1.3.1. Let C be a subset of the set S of the vertices of G. The set S is said 
to be a closed quasi-curve (cqc) of G if the following properties (l)-(4) hold: 
(1) The subgraph of G induced by C is connected. 
Fig. 3. The parametrization necessarily contains, the edges drawn in thick lines 
Fig. 5. Some local configuratmns prohibited by the condition (4). 
(2) Any point in C is adjacent to either two, three or four points of C. 
(3) For any subset X of C of cardinality 3 such that the element of X are pairwisc 
adjacent there exists a point Q in X which is adjacent to no point in C\X. Moreover. 
if Q’ and Q” are the two points of X\(Q), then the points Q’ and Q” must satisfy: 
(3a) The point Q’ is adjacent to a point in C’\,X and the point Q” is also 
adjacent to a point in C\X. 
(3b) No point in C\X is adjacent to both Q’ and Q”. 
The aim of condition (3) is to insure the local decidability of the parametrization 
(see Fig. 4); moreover, the condition (3a) means precisely that the point Q of ,Y which 
is adjacent to no point of C\X is unique. 
(4) Let P be a point in C which is adjacent to at least 3 points of C. Then there 
exists a nontrivial partition of N(P) n C in two nontrivial subsets Bt and B2 such that 
(4a) The points of Bt are pairwise adjacent. 
(4b) The points of B? are pairwise adjacent. 
(4~) No point of Bt is adjacent to a point of B?. 
The aim of condition (4) is to prohibit local configurations such as the ones repre- 
sented in Fig. j(a))(c). 
Remark 1.3.1. There are no 4 points of C which are pairwise adjacent. Indeed, if 
we assume by contraposition that 4 points A41 ,M2.A43,MJ are pairwise adjacent, in 
particular the three points of X = {Ml, Ml, A43) are pairwise adjacent. From condition 
(3), there must be a point in X which is adjacent to no point of C\X. On the other 
hand, all points of X are adjacent to the point A44 of C\X and we obtain a contradiction. 
Therefore, if P is adjacent to 4 points the subsets Bt and B2 defining the partition of 
N(P) n C provided by the condition (4) both contain exactly two points. 
In the Fig. 6(a), we give an example of closed quasi-curve. 
Remark 1.3.2. Obviously, a simple closed curve in G is a particular case of closed 
quasi-curve in G. Of course, the converse is false (see Fig. 6(a)). 
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Fig. 6. (a) A closed quasi-curve. (b) The parametrization shown in thick lines 
Proposition 1.3.1. Let C be a closed quasi-curve in G with curdinulity n. Then, 
(1) There exists u parametrization (i.e. a Hamiltonian cycle) c = (e))iE~ of C. 
(2) If cl is un other parametrization of C, then cl and c ure the sume up to a 
change of parameter. 
(3) The cycle c sutisjes thefi,llowiny conditions (i))(iv): 
(i) for i, j E Z, ,ve have P = 4 H i = j (mod n); 
(ii) for i, j E Z, cf the point P is udjucent to p/, then j (mod n) E {i - 2 (mod n), 
i - 1 (modn),i + 1 (modn),i + 2(modn)}; 
(iii) for i = 1,. , n, zf the point P+l is udjucent to P-1, then P is not adjucent 
to P; forjfJ{i- I,i+ l}; 
(iv) If 8, Pj und Pk are puirwise udjucent, then {i + nZ, j + nZ, k + nZ} is oj 
the form {m - 1 + nZ, m + nZ, m + 1 + nZ} with m E { 1,. . . , n}. Moreover, 
no point Py # P, is udjucent to both Pnl_l und P,,,+l; 
(4) Conversely, jar uny cycle c in G sutisjyiny the conditions (i)-(iv), the image 
c* of c is u closed quasi-curve. 
Proposition 1.3.2. There exists u linear algorithm jar constructing u parumetrizution 
of u closed quusi curve. 
The proof of Proposition 1.3.1 can be found in [ 121. (1) and (2) of this proposition, 
together with the linear algorithm are a particular case of the main result of [13]. 
Corollary 1.3.1. Let C be u closed quusi-curve und P be u point of C, then the 
subyruph of G induced by C\(P) LY connected (in other words, u closed quasi-curve 
is 2-connected). 
I. 4. Conclusions 
We have provided a discrete and algorithmic definition for the winding number (or 
index) of a closed path around a point of Z2. We know that the winding number of a 
closed S-path around a point P can be computed with respect to any ray having P as 
its extremity and which is parallel to one of the coordinates’ axis. 
This result - which proves the intrinsic character of the notion of the winding number 
_ turns out to be a very convenient technical tool for proving that the winding number 
depends only? on the connected component qf’ the point m-ounci Hhich it i.5 e~~lurrtcd 
This last property, which will not be used here, is proved in [12]. 
We shall again use the possibility of computing the winding number with respect to 
several rays for proving the three-dimensional Jordan theorem (Part 111). 
We have existence and uniqueness of a parametrization for a closed quasi-curve in 
any finite graph. Moreover, the proof of this result provides a linew u/~qoritlm for the 
construction of the parametrization of a closed quasi-curve. These results uill turn out 
to be very important in Part II. 
It is known [ 121 that closed quasi-curves in the two dimensional g-adjacency graph 
satisfy a Jordan property with respect to the 4-connectivity of the complement. Besides, 
the author has defined [13] a generalization (the so-called ~JOO~ go~pphs) in turn of 
the notion of a closed quasi-curve which is a class of graph for which there exists a 
parametrization (i.e. a Hamiltonian cycle) which is unique up to a change of paramctcr. 
this Hamiltonian cycle being constructible by a linear algorithm. provided one has an 
adequate data structure. 
PART II. Definition of surfaces of Z” and interior points 
The purpose of this part is to set down a dqfinition .fOr swfircrs in U3. Using the 
preliminaries which were the object of the Section 1.3, our definition is now quite easy 
to formulate: 
A (~~lo.sc~l) .sutyfirce S E L3 is an l&connected subset of B’ such that for any point 
P in S, the set of all points of S which are 26-adjacent to P is a closed quasi-curve 
in the l&adjacency graph (see Definitions 1.3.1 and 11.3). 
First, we set a definition for surfaces, and then we define interior md estcr.ior 
point:; to a finite surface in Z3. The underlying philosophy of our characterization ot 
the interior points to a surface consists in counting the number of times a ray having 
some point P as extremity transversally crosses the surface: the point P is said to be 
interior to the surface if this number is odd. However, given in Z3 a ray A having a 
point P of the complement of a finite surface 5’ as an extremity, how can we distinguish 
(mathematically and algorithmically) the tr.msz.er.sol intetwctions of S and A from the 
ttmgrnt intcrsec~tions between S and A? 
In order to answer this question, we shall prove first (see Theorem II. I ) that for 
any finite surface 5’ and for any ray ,I parallel to one of the coordinates’ axis. 
the set A of all points of S which are 26-adjacent to some given connected com- 
ponent of the intersection Sn A is a closed quasi-curve in the 1%adjacency graph 
in Z’. 
We shall say that the ray A crosses the surface 5 at this given connected com- 
ponen.t of S n A if the 1%cqc A “turns around” A. Otherwise we shall say that this 
connected component of Sn A is a tangent intersection (see Figs. I2 and 13). The 
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expression “turns around” will be mathematically sound and algorithmically character- 
ized according to the following idea: 
The set A, being a IS-cqc, can be parametrized in order to obtain a canonical closed 
18-path. Under the projection rt on a plane perpendicular to d, the 1 S-path c is sent 
onto a closed S-path n(c) which does not contain the single point A4 of the ray d’s 
projection n(d) on the plane. 
The 18-cqc A turns around the ray d if and only if the winding number of n(c) 
around M has value *l (one can prove that this winding number always does belong 
to (0, -1,l)). For further precision, see Definition 11.4, and Remark 11.3. 
Definition 11.1. Let A be a subset of Z3. We shall say that A is a closed l&quasi- 
curve ( IS-cqc) if and only if A contains at least four points and is a quasi-curve in 
the 18-adjacency graph. We remind the fundamental property of 18-cqc which was set 
down in Section I.3 (Proposition 1.3.1): 
Proposition 11.1. Let A he u 1X-cqc with curdinality n. Then, there exists (I unique 
closed 18-puth (PO,. . , P,,_ 1, P, = PO, P,+l = PI, Pnf2 = P2) (which is called paru- 
metrizution of A) jyhich contuins ~11 points of A, und which is unique up to u change 
of purumeter. Moreover, the cycle c sutisfies the following conditions (i)-(iv): 
(i) jar i, j E Z, NV have P = Pi pi = j (mod n); 
(ii) for i,jEZ, ifthepoint P is 1%udjucent to P,, then: ,j(modn)~ {i-2(modn), 
i- l(modn),i+ l(modn),i+2(modn)}; 
(iii) for i= l,..., n, ~fP.+l is 1 Sudjucent to P-1, then P is not 1%udjucent to P, 
jar j$!{i- l,i+l}; 
(iv) If P,e und Pk are puirwise 1%adjacent, then {i + nZ, j + nZ, k + nZ} is of 
the form {m - 1 + n&m + nZ, m + 1 + nZ} with m E { 1,. , n}, Moreover, no 
point P, #& is 1X-udjucent to both P,,_, und P,+l. 
Conversely’, if A is the set of the points of any closed 1%puth c = (PO,. . ,e:,- 1, P,, = 
PO,~,,I =p1, Pn+z= 2 P ) with n 34 and Mlhich satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv), the 
image c* of’c is an 18-cqc. 
Moreover, there exists an algorithm, the complexity oj’which is lineur with respect 
to the curdinulity of A ,for constructing such a purumetrizution. 
Definition 11.2. A path c = (PO,. . . ,P,-,,Pn = PO, P,+l = PI, P,+2 = P2) with n>4 and 
which satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv), of the previous theorem is called a purumetri;ed 
closed 1 S-quasi-curve (18-pcqc). 
Definition 11.3. A subset S of Z3 is called a closed surjuce if and only if S is 18- 
connected and for all points P of S the set of the points of S which are 26-adjacent 
to P is a 1%cqc. 
Remark 11.1. (a) Since planes perpendicular to one of the coordinates’ axis are sur- 
faces, a closed surface of Z3 is not necessarily finite. 
Fig. 7. Some cwample, of posible mghborhood~ tbl- a point P ot‘ ;i closd swfkc S 
(b’) an a priori more general definition of a closed surface S of Z’ is to claim that 
such a surface is 26connected instead of 1%connected, keeping the same conditions 
on ;?v’~~,(f) r,S for P E S. Actually, it turns out that the two dcfnitions arc cqui\ alent 
(see [12]). 
Remark 11.2 (Cwnprrrison ll’itl7 .Mo~~qrntl~&~ surfim~s). A relationship has been es- 
tablished between the surfaces of Z3 we defined and the Morgenthaler’s surfaces [ 141 
when the objects are analyzed with X-connectivity. More precisely, a list ,!,I of all 
Morgenthaler’s surface points of the 2Cneighborhood of the origin 0 has been pro- 
duccd. However. some of these configurations cannot be prolonged to a complete 
Morgenthaler’s surface. In order to discriminate among at least some of such con- 
figurations, we have selected all local configurations .4 of the list LI such that for any 
P t.4 there exists a local surface configuration B in the 2Cneighborhood of P \vhich 
“prolongs” .4 (more precisely (A n N?,,(P)) U {P} = (R 7 Y,,(O)) U (Cl}). We thus oh- 
tain a list LJ of local configurations such that any configuration which CUM ho ,V/YJ/~UU+Y/ 
to a complete Morgenthaler’s surface must bc in L2. The following was checked: any 
element of L: is a closed IS-quasi-curve so that any complete Morgenthaler’s sur- 
face must also be a surface according to our definition. Some examples of possible 
neighborhoods for a point P of a closed surface .S are shown in Fig. 7. 
However, no comparison can be established between our definition of surfaces and 
the Morgenthaler’s surfaces when they are analyzed with a &connectivity since WC 
work with the &connectivity for the complement of surfaces (XC Theorem Ill. I. I 
below). 
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l = the points Pi 0 = the points of A. 
Fig. 8. An example with k = 4. 
Our characterization of the interior points is based both on the study of the winding 
number (Section 1.2), and on the Theorem 11.1 below. 
One can observe in the very definition that our definition of a surface is completely 
1ocaZly determined. In order to prove our 3D Jordan theorem, we need to pass from 
the property that the neighborhood of a point is a 1%cqc to the same property for 
the neighborhood of a finite straight line segment. Fortunately, although not immediate 
and rather technical, this is possible and crucial: the lack of this result would have 
prevented any reasonable development of our notion of a discrete surface. 
We remind the reader that given a subset K of L3 and P a point of Z3, point P is 
said to be adjacent to set K if P $ K and P is adjacent to a point of K. 
Theorem 11.1. Let S be a closed surface of Z3, let k E N* and let PI,. . . , Pk be distinct 
points of S such that for i = 1,. . . , k - 1 the point I: is 6-adjacent to the point fl+l 
and such thut PI,. . . , Pk lie on a given line which is parallel to one of the coordinates 
axis. Then the set A of all points of S which are 26-adjacent to {PI,. .,Pk} is un 
18-cqc. 
Observe that the case k = 1 corresponds to the very definition of the closed surfaces 
in Z3. Therefore, this case is obvious, so that we may assume without loss of generality 
that k 3 2. An example with k = 4 is shown in Fig. 8. Up to a translation and symmetry, 
we may also assume that for i = 1,. , k the point Pi is the point (0, i, 0) in Z3; we 
denote by C, the cube formed by all points in L3 which are 26-adjacent to the point q, 
and by A, the set S n C,. From the definition of the closed surfaces in Z3 (Definition 
II.3), the set A, is a 1%cqc. 
At first we set and prove several lemmas which lead to the proof of the Theorem 11.1. 
Lemma 11.3. Under hypothesis and notations of Theorem 11.1, any point in A is 18- 
adjucent to 2, 3 or 4 points of A, which meuns precisely that A satisjies Condition 
(2) of the de@zition of‘ 1%cqc. 
Fig. 9. The relative position of‘ P.P, and P, / 
Proof. So, let P(x,i,k) be a point of,4. We distinguish two (exhaustive) cases. 
First cuse: i = 0 or i = k + I, 
Ifi=O then N,8(P)nA=N,,(P)nA, and ifi=k+l then ,Y18(P)llil=h’,~(P)ii,l~. 
Since Al and A,: are both 1%cqc, condition (2) holds, proving Lemma II.3 in the first 
case. 
St~oncr’ CUX: i E { 1,. , k}. 
Since k>2, either i+ 1 E{l,...,k} or i - I E {I.. ,k}. Up to some symmetry, we 
may assume without loss of generality that i + 1 E { 1.. , k}. Then the point P belongs 
to both A, and Ai,,. 
If 1.r = /,_I = 1 (‘. ‘f 1e I we assume that P is not 6-adjacent to P,), then P is 18-adjacent 
neither to P,-i nor (in case i> 1) to f,-i so that Ni8(P)n14 =Nlx(P)flA,. Then, since 
A, is a 18-cqc which contains P, it is immediate that P is 1 g-adjacent to 2, 3 or 4 
points of il. 
So we may assume that P is 6-adjacent to P,. and up to some rotation, we may 
assume without loss of generality that P is the point (0, i, 1). 
Point P being 18-adjacent to at most 4-points of A,, cr,/iwtiori point P is 18-adjacent 
to at most 4 points of A so that we now only have to prove that P is 1%adjacent to 
at least two distinct points of A. 
The set .4,, 1 being a 18-cqc, the point P is l&adjacent to some point M in .4, iI 
which is distinct from P,. Up to a symmetry, we may assume that the point ,M is in 
the following set: ((0, i + I, l),( 1, i + 1. l),( 1. i. I), (I. i. 0)}, the points of which are 
marked (I. in Fig. 9 above. 
Now, we distinguish two sub-cases: 
First suhctr.w: A4 = A = (0. i + 1, 1 ) or A4 = B = ( 1. i + 1. I ). 
We set X = {P,P,,,, Al}. Then X is a subset of Ai the elements of which are pairwise 
1 g-adjacent. Therefore there exists a unique Q E X which is adjacent to no point of 
A,\X At first we prove that Q #P. Suppose that P = Q then, from condition 3(a) of 
Definition 1.3. I, the point A4 is then 18-adjacent to some point of A,\X which. from 
condition 3(b), cannot be Is-adjacent to Pi+, , since clearly any point of the cube C, 
which is 1X-adjacent to M must also be 18-adjacent either to Pi+, or to P, contrary to 
the very definition of Q. Therefore the case P = Q is excluded. Therefore Q #P. Then 
the point P is 18-adjacent to some point Mt in A,\X. Then if i = 1 or if Mr is distinct 
from P,_ 1, the point Mr is in A so that the point P is 1 g-adjacent to at least two points 
(namely A4 and Mr ) of A. Now if i>2 and Mr is equal to Pi-l, from Condition (2) 
of the Definition 1.3.1 applied to Al_,, the point P is then 18-adjacent to some point 
Mz in A,_, which is distinct from P,. Then the point MI is a point of A which, lying 
in A;_,, is distinct from M so that P is 18-adjacent to at least two points of A. 
Srcond suhcusr: M = C = ( I, i, 1) or M = D = ( I, i, 0). 
We set X = {P, P,,M}, then X is a subset of A,,, the elements of which are pairwise 
18-adjacent. Consequently there exists a unique Q EX which is 18-adjacent to no point 
of A;+, \X. Let us prove that Q # P. Suppose that P = Q. But then, from condition 3(a) 
of the definition of 18-cqc the point M is 1 g-adjacent to some point of A,+, \X which 
- from condition 3(b) - cannot be 18-adjacent to P,. But now, it is easy to see that any 
point of the cube C,+r which is 18-adjacent to M must also be 18-adjacent either to P,, 
or to P (except for the point ( 1, i + 1, - 1) in the case M = D but in this case the point 
(1, i + 1, - 1) then cannot be in the surface). Hence the case P = Q is excluded. Now 
Q #P and point P is adjacent to some point MI in A,+, \X, and is therefore adjacent 
to a point of A which is distinct from M, which completes the proof of Lemma 11.3. 
Lemma 11.4. Under notutions und hypothesis of Theorem II. 1, there cannot exist 
three points MI,M2 and Mj of A which are painzY,rr udjucmt und ~111 of which huce 
their second coordinute in (1,. , k). 
Proof. We proceed by reductio ad absurdum, assuming the existence of three such 
points Ml,Mz and M3 of A. 
At first, Ml,Ml and Mj cannot all have their second coordinates in common equal 
to some value i. Otherwise, if i a-2 the four points Pi,Ml,M2 and M3 would be four 
pairwise 18-adjacent points in A;_,, which would contradict condition 3(b) satisfied by 
A,_, , and if i = 1, then P,, MI, M2 and Mj would be four pairwise Is-adjacent points 
in A2 which would also contradict condition 3(b) satisfied by AI. 
Consequently, since MI ,M2 and M3 are pairwise adjacent, the set of the second 
coordinates of MI,M2 and M3 is of the form {i,i + I} for some iE{l,...,k ~ l}. 
Besides, exactly two of the three points, say Ml and Ml, for instance, have the same 
second coordinate and, up to a symmetry with respect to a plane which is perpen- 
dicular to the second coordinate axis, we may assume that Ml and M2 both have 
their second coordinate equal to i, the point M3 then having i + 1 as its second 
coordinate. 
Let us show that the points MI and M2 are 6-adjacent. Otherwise we may then 
suppose, up to a rotation, that {MI, MI} = {( 1, i, 0), (0, i, 1 )} and, the point M3 being 
l&adjacent to both Mt and A42 and having i + 1 as their second coordinate. must hc 
the point ( I, i + 1,l) (see Fig. 10 below): 
But then, the set X ={MI.M~,M~} IS a subset of the 1%cqc .4i. 1 elements which are 
pairwise adjacent, and the point Pi is a point of il,+t \_Y which is l&adjacent to both 
M, and M?, which contradicts condition 3(b) applied to the subset X of il;, 1, Therefore 
the points MI and M2 must be B-adjacent, and we may assume up to some rotation 
and symmetry that (MI, ,442) = { (0. i, 1 ), ( 1, i, 1)) and we may assume for instance that 
M, == (0, i, 1 ) and Mz = (1, i, 1). The point Mj having i + 1 as its second coordinate and 
being 1 g-adjacent to both MI and Mz must be either the point (0. i -t I. 1) or the point 
(l.if l,l). 
Tlhese two cases correspond to the Figs, I l(a) and (b). 
In both cases, the set X = {MI, M~,M~} IS a subset of the I X-cqc A, ,.I and the point 
P, is a point of ,4,+ I \X which is l&adjacent to both Ml and Mz, which contradicts 
condition 3(b) applied to the subset X of A,+,. Cl 
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Proof. Let X be a subset of A which has cardinal@ 3, elements of which are 
pairwise l&adjacent. From Lemma 11.4, it follows that either one of the points of 
X has 0 as its second coordinate, or one of the points of X has k + 1 as its second 
coordinate. 
Up to a symmetry, we may assume that one of the points of X has its second 
coordinates equal to 0, and then all points of X have their second coordinate less than 
or equal to 1. Then X is included in Al and there exists Q EX which is 1 g-adjacent 
to no point of A I \X and, since Nls( Q) n A c N,*(Q) f’ AI, the point Q is adjacent to 
no point of A\X. 
Let Q and Q’ be the two elements of X\(Q). Then Q’ is adjacent to at least one 
element of A\X, and similarly the same is true for Q”. 
If we assume that neither the point Q’ nor the point Q” is 18-adjacent to Pz, the 
points of Al \X which are 1 g-adjacent to Q’ and Q” are elements of A so that conditions 
3(a) and 3(b) of Definition 1.3.1 are then obviously satisfied by X in A. 
Now, we assume that either Q’ or Q”, say Q’ for instance, is 18-adjacent to P2. Let 
us prove that Q’ is 18-adjacent to another point of At \X, which, being different from 
P2, is a point of A\X; this will prove that X satisfies condition 3(a). 
From the 18-adjacency of Q’ and P2, and PI is the point (0,2,0) and Q’ has its 
second coordinate 0 or 1, either the first coordinate or the third coordinate of Q’ is 
equal to 0, and we may assume up to a rotation that the point Q’ is the point (0, 1, 1). 
The point Q’ being 1 g-adjacent to at least two points of the 18-cqc A2, there exists 
some point M in A2 which is distinct from PI and 18-adjacent to Q’. 
If M does not belong to X, since M is 18-adjacent to the point Q’ which has 1 as 
second coordinate, A4 must be a point of AI which is also distinct from P2 #A2 and 
is 18-adjacent to Q’ and we are done. So we may assume without loss of generality 
that A4 is in X. Then, from condition 3(b) applied to the subset X of Al, the point 
P2 being 18-adjacent to Q’, the point PZ cannot be 1 g-adjacent to M so that, up to a 
symmetry we may assume that A4 is the point (l,O, 1). 
Then we set XI = {Q’,Pl, M} and Xi is a subset of A2, elements of which are 
pairwise 18-adjacent. Consequently there exists a unique Ql t Xi which is 18-adjacent 
to no point of A2\Xi. 
Let us prove that Q’ # Qt. If we assume that Q’ = Q,, then from the condition 3(a) 
of Definition 1.3.1, the point M is then 18-adjacent to a point of Al\& which cannot 
be 18-adjacent to PI EX~ from condition 3(b). But it is easy to see by looking at 
coordinates that any point of the cube Cl which is 1 g-adjacent to M EX, is also 18- 
adjacent either to PI, or to Q’. Hence, the case Q’ = Qt is excluded. Therefore the point 
QI is not equal to Q’ and the point Q’ is then adjacent to some point MI of A2\& 
which is contained in A since Xi n {PI,. . . , Pk} = {PI } and therefore to some point 
Mt of A which - from condition 3(b) applied to Xl - is not Is-adjacent to M EX,. 
If Ml EX, then MI is 1X-adjacent to both A4 and Q’ EX, contradicting condition 3(b) 
applied to Xi. Therefore, Mt E A\X. This proves that the point Mi is then a point of 
A\X, which proves condition 3(a) for the subset X of A. Condition 3(b) for the subset 
X of A then follows immediately from the same property which holds in Al, since 
all points of X have a second coordinate equal to 0 or I. any point of ‘4 which is 
18-adjacent to X lies in A,. 0 
Proof. So, let P be a point of A which is IS-adjacent to three or four points of .3. 
Thel,e exists i t { 1.. , k} such that Nls(P) n A c 4, and, applying condition (4) to .3, 
which is an 18-cqc, there exists a partition of Nix(P) n A, in two subsets RI and Bz 
both consisting of pairwise 18-adjacent points, and no point of 5, is 1 X-adjacent to 
a point of Bz. 
Let us denote B’, = BI n A and Bi = & n A. Then, the points of B’, are pairwise 
18-adjacent, and so are the points of Bi. Besides. no point of Bi is 1 X-adjacent to 
a point of Bi, and obviously Nls(P)nA =B’, U$. Finally, since (from condition 3(b)) 
four points of A, cannot be pairwise 18-adjacent, neither f3{ nor Bi can contain more 
than two points. This implies (since card(Nls(P) n A)>3 and P is 18-adjacent to all 
points of B’; U Bi) that neither B’; nor Bi is empty. n 
Proof of Theorem 11.1. Since k 3 1, it is clear that the cardinality of A is greater than 
or equal to 4. We prove by induction on j E {I. .k} that the set ‘4: of all points 
of 5’ which are 26-adjacent to {Pl.. .4} is an 18-cqc. From Lemmas 11.3, Il.5 and 
11.6, the set A and the AI’s satisfy the conditions (2)--(4) of the definition of 1%cqc. 
Hence, in order to prove that the set ,4: is an 18-cqc, we now only have to prove that 
‘4: satisfies the condition (1) of the definition of IS-cqc, i.e. il is I X-connected. 
For .i= 1, the set A:=A, is a 18-cqc. 
Now, we assume that I <j d k ~ 1 and that A: is a 18-cqc. Then we have 
A;+, =A:\{&d ‘J4+1\{4:>. 
Since, from Corollary 1.3.1, the sets Ai\{4+l} and A,+J,{e} both are 18-connected. 
for proving that their union A,!,, is 18-connected, it is sufficient to prove that their 
intersection A:\{e+l} il A,+,\(4) is not empty. 
how, the set A,,, contains 4 and, since its cardinality is greater than or equal to 4 
and it is 1 %-connected, it contains a point Q which has ,i or ,j + 1 as second coordinate. 
Therefore the point Q is a point of A/ so that Q E Al\{&,} n A,_i\{F;}. So we have 
proved that A:+, =,$\{I:,+I} U A,+I\{<} is 1% connected. This completes the proof 
that A\_, is an 18-cqc. Therefore by induction AL. = A is an 18-cqc and Theorem II. 1 
is proved. E 
Theorem II.1 above, together with the notion of the winding number of a closed 
8-path around a point in the plane Z2, enables us to set a &finition ,fbr interior poir1t.v 
. 
of a hmte closed surface. First we shall introduce several notations: 
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II.2. Notations 
Let S be a finite surface of Z3 and let P be a point of Z3 which does not belong to 
S. Let A be the ray having point P as an extremity, parallel to the axis of the second 
coordinate and directed towards the increasing second coordinate. Given a connected 
component % of A nS (observe that, A being a ray which is parallel to one of the 
coordinates’ axis, whatever the type of the connectivity chosen, ?Z is a &connected 
component of A nS), we introduce the following notations: 
- We denote by A(%) the set of all points of S which are 26-adjacent to %. From 
Theorem II. 1, the set A(%) is a IS-cqc which, from the maximality of the connected 
component V:, contains no point of A. 
- We denote by c(e) some parametrization of A(%?). 
_ We observe that, under the projection rc onto the plane Il (which is isomorphic to 
Z2 and is provided with some orientation) which contains the first coordinate axis 
and the third coordinate axis, the ray A is sent onto the single point {n(P)} and the 
closed IS-path c(‘&) is sent onto a closed g-path. We denote by IS(%) the absolute 
value of the winding number of the closed g-path n(c(%)) around the point n(P) 
as evaluated in this plane Il. The integer Is(%) does not depend on the orientation 
chosen for the plane Il. 
Finally we denote by Int(P) the number (value of which can be 0 or 1) which is 
equal modulo 2 to the sum of all Is(%) when % goes over the set of all connected 
components of A n S. In other words, Int(P) is zero if this last sum is even, and Int(P) 
is 1 otherwise. 
Definition 11.4. Let S be a finite surface of Z3 and let P be a point of L3 which does 
not belong to S. The point P is said to be interior to S if Int(P) = 1, and the point P 
is said to be exterior to S if Int(P) = 0. 
Clearly, since Int(P) is either 0 or 1, the set of the points which are interior and 
exterior to S form a partition of the complement of S. 
Remark 11.3. If S, P and A are defined as above and if V? is a connected component 
of A n S, one can prove that the absolute value Is(V) of the winding number can be 
either 0 or 1 (Fig. 12). We adopt the convention that the ray A trunsverse crosses 
at the connected component % of the intersection A n S when Is(V) = 1, and that the 
intersection between S and A is tangent at %? when Is(%) = 0. (Fig. 13). Then, by using 
this convention, we can say that the point P is interior to S (i.e. Int(P) = 1) if and 
only if the ray A crosses the surface transverse an odd number of times. This remark 
shows that the way in which we proceed is not far from the way in which interior 
points are defined by Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld in [14]. Observe that the same 
principle had already been used by Rosenfeld for proving a two-dimensional Jordan 
theorem [ 161. 
Part III. Main results on surfaces of 22” 
The purpose of this part is to present our main results on surfaces of Z’. 
Up to now, we have set a definition for closed surfaces of Z-‘, and provided a 
characterization of interior and exterior points for such a surface. This characteriza- 
tion, which has first been justified experimentally after implementation, remains to bc 
theoretically justified, and it will be justified when we prove a corresponding Jordan 
theorem. 
Subsequently we shall observe that utz>’ point of’s is h-utljmnt to both LUI intclrior 
poirzt untl u0 tl.xUerior point qf S. 
We emphasize that these t,cw rcsl1lt.s toyethrr do sht~ thut thr di,scrc~tc~ .suIyfuco.~ 
us ~‘(1 htrtv rkfirzed them are riot putholoyiml ohjrcts, hut ure thin and .sqxlrtrtirlq 
ohjt+:,ts, I\hic,h ,just$es tkr use of’ tllr uvrd surfaces ,fiw .such 0/7jwts. 
III Srctiotr 111.2, we chcribr N di.st,rrti-_ution procrxs ,for both nonsin~grllrlur .s~rfircc.~ 
qirtvl in un implicit fiwm, und ,for the horder of’ 0l~jecr.s. 
This discretization process is built on the notion of the &border of an object, which is 
the set of all the points of the object which are 6-adjacent to a point of its complement. 
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If an object 6 is smooth and thick enough (relative to the size of a voxel which is 
here assumed to be equal and to have edges of length I), by systematically removing 
some specific points of the 6-border of (9, we obtain, if not a discrete closed surface 
of Z3 as previously defined, at least an object in which a very high proportion of the 
points do satisfy the local conditions required by our local definition of surfaces. This 
assertion will be experimentally justified here (and the meaning of the expression “very 
high proportion” will be specified numerically). We shall show that the number and 
the localization of the points which do not satisfy the local conditions required by our 
local definition of surfaces are closely related to the local curvuture. 
III. 1. A three-dimensional Jordun theorem 
The purpose of this part is to prove the following three-dimensional Jordan theorem: 
Theorem 111.1.1. Let S he a jinite surjhce of L3, then the complement oJ’S is jbrmed 
by exactly two 6-connected components, one of which is finite. Moreover, the jinite 
6-connected component ofU3\S is equul to the set qf’ all interior points (us previously 
dejned in Dejinition 11.4). Consequently, the other 6-connected component of U3\S 
is jbrmed by the esterior points. 
At first we shall prove the following result, which constitutes a fundamental step in 
this direction: 
Theorem 111.1.2. Given S a jinite surjbce of Z3, uny 6-path which links un interior 
point of S to un exterior point of S must meet S. 
Once Theorem III. 1.2 is proven, in order to prove Theorem III. 1.1 we only have to 
show that the set of interior points is nonempty, 6-connected and bounded, and that 
the set of exterior points is nonempty and 6-connected. 
The proof of Theorem III. 1.2 will easily result from the following proposition: 
Proposition 111.1.1. If P and PI ure two 6-adjucent points of Z3\S and if’P is an 
interior point of S, then point P’ is also un interior point oj’S. 
Indeed, if rve ussume that Proposition III. 1.1 is true, and that c = (PI,. . . ,Pk) is 
a 6-path which does not intersect S and such that PI is an interior point of S, Propo- 
sition 111.1.1 enables us to prove immediately by an induction on i > 1 that point Pi 
is an interior point of S, so that the point Pk is an interior point of S, which proves 
Theorem III. 1.2. 
Proof of Proposition 111.1.1. So let P = (a, b,c) and P’= (a’, b’,c’) be two points of 
L3\S which are 6-adjacent, the point P being interior to S. Let d [respectively d’] be 
the ray having P [respectively P’] as extremity, parallel to the second coordinate axis 
and directed towards the increasing second coordinates. 
If we assume that h’ = h + 1 or h’ = h - I. then (I = CI’ and c = L.‘, then A and .I’ 
are the same except for their extremities P and P’. respectively (Fig. 14). Since the 
extrernities arc h-adjacent and do not belon g to S, it l~ollows from the very definitions 
that Int(P) = Int(P’) and therefore P’ is also an interior point of S, and there is nothing 
else to prove in this case. 
Therefore. to prove Proposition III.1 .I, we may assume that h = h’. Then we hav,c 
either [CI = (I’ and c = c.’ + l] or [a = cr’ * I and c -= c’]: 
Up to a rotation, we may assume for instance that a = N’ and c,’ =I c + I. 
To prove the fundamental Proposition III.1 .l. we will constantly use the notion of 
a transverse intersection between a closed l&path and a plane. More precisely: 
Definition 111.1.1. Let K be a half-plane included in Z-‘. which is perpendicular to the 
first coordinate axis, limited by a line D which is parallel to the second coordinate axis. 
Therefore. the half-plane K could be defined as the set of all (s, j’. :) E Z’ such that 
[X =.Y() and z 3z,i], where SO and 20 are elements of Z. or the set of all (.Y. J‘.z) 5 I7 
such that [.r =_YO and I 3-_~~]. 
Besides. let I= (p0. Pi.. , P,,). with p0 =: P,, be a closed 18-path of Z3 which dots 
not intersect the line D. 
Finally, let Y = (pi.. . Pi) be a maximal connected sequence of successive points 
of the closed IS-path x which lies in the half-plane K (i.e. {pi.. , f,} c K. P,- l G k’ 
and f, , 1 E K ). 
We shall say that the closed 18-path z crosses the half-plane K at the point P, if and 
only if the two points f,- 1 and P/+1 do not lie on the same side of the half-plant K. 
w:hich means more precisely that if r denotes the first coordinate ofi: _i and /i denotes 
the first coordinate of P,+i. we have (Y -_Yo).(/~ ~ _ro) < 0. 
Now, in accordance with notations and definitions relative to the invariant Int ol 
Part II. we denote by n the discrete plane (which is isomorphic to ZI’) and which 
contains the first and the third coordinate axis, and by x the projection of Z’ onto II. 
Let % be a connected component of A n S and A(%) be the 1%cqc consisting of 
all points of S which are 26-adjacent to %, and let c(g) be a parametrization 
of A(V). 
In the sequel, we shall denote by K the half-plane consisting of all points (i,j, k) 
such that i = a and k 3 c. Under the projection 71, the half-plane K is mapped onto a 
ray having {n(P)} as an extremity and which is parallel to some coordinate axis of 
the discrete plane Z7. 
Then, we observe that the winding number of the projection rr(c(%)) of c(g) onto 
n around the point IT(P), can be computed - as we saw in Section 1.2 - as the number 
of oriented crossings of the closed S-path n(c(%)) with the ray n(K). Therefore, this 
winding number is equal modulo 2 to the number of times the closed 18-path c(g) 
crosses the half-plane K. Consequently Int(P) is the element of (0, 1) which is equal 
modulo 2 to the sum of the total number of times - sum taken ,r#zen % goes OWY 
the set of all connected components of A f’ S - the closed 18-path c(W) crosses the 
half-plane K. Similarly, if K’ denotes the half-plane form by all points (i,j,k) in Z3 
such that i = a and k <c + 1, then Int(P’) is the element of (0, 1) which is equal 
modulo 2 to the sum of the total number of times ~ sum taken when g’ goes ouer 
tlze set of all connected components of’ A’ n S ~ the closed 18-path c(W) crosses the 
half-plane K’. 
Remark 111.1.1. The half-plane K is directed upward and the half-plane K’ is directed 
downward. Here we strongly use the intrinsic character of the winding number which 
can be computed with respect to four rays (see Theorem 1.2.1). 
Now let % be a connected component of Sn A and let Ml and Ml be two successive 
points of the ray A’ which are elements of the 18-cqc A(%). 
Let c(g) = (PO, PI,. . , P,) with PO = P, be a parametrization of A(%?). From condi- 
tion (ii) of Definition 11.2 of 18pcqc, by fixing the role of M, and M2, the adjacent 
points MI and Mz are of the form either [Ml = P, and Mz = fi+,] or [Ml =& and 
M2 =fl+2(modn)l. 
After having determined the relative position of MI and M2 in the parametrization 
and in order to reduce the number of cases we shall need to consider, we wish to 
smooth the 18-cqc by a transformation (Fig. 15) which preserves the involved winding 
numbers. This will be done by removing the point P;+l each time the points Pi and 
f)i+2 (mod n) are successive points of the ray d’. 
In case two points P, and P,+2 (mod nj are 18-adjacent, the closed 18-path x obtained 
by removing the point p1+1 to the closed 18-path c(W) is still a 18pcqc. Besides 
we observe that, from the condition (3) of the definition of 18pcqc applied to A(%), 
the points MI and Ml are, respectively, l&adjacent to some points Ml and Mi of 
AW)\{E,E+I, P,+2(modn~}, the points M,’ and Mi being distinct, so that the 18-pcqc x 
contains at least 4 points. 
Moreover, the fact is (as exploration of a few cases shows) that the parity of the 
number of times the closed 18-path x crosses the half-plane K is equal modulo 2 to 
the number of times the closed Is-path c(% ) crosses the half-plane K. Besides. the 
points MI and Ml are successive in the closed 18-path z. 
By inductively applying this result, we obtain the following lemma: 
Notation. Given a connected component % [rep. % ‘1 of S 87 d [resp. 5’ n A’l. we denote 
by n(%,%‘) [resp. n’(U’,%)] the number of times the closed 18-path c(X) [rcsp. (,(%‘)I 
crosses the half-plane K [resp. K’] at points of ‘6’ [resp. % 1. 
Observe that Int(P) is equal module 2 to the sum of the n(%, ‘6’) when % and ‘6’ 
go over the set of all connected components of SfiA and S’n A’, respectively. Similarly 
Int(F”) can be computed in terms of tt’. 
The key to the proof of Proposition III. I, 1 is contained in the following proposition: 
Proposition 111.1.2 (fundamental proposition). Let % untl 7;’ lx> cYtt7t7t’c~tc’ti c’oltlpo- 
nc’tlt:i qf’ S n A und S n A’. rrsprcrirel~~, Thrtl 
Proof. Of course, the proof is non-trivial only when some point of % is 18-adjacent 
to some point of %‘, which we assume. 
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The closed 8-uath C’ 
The closed g-path C 0 = points of CUC ’ 
Fig. 16. The closed R-paths C and C’. Remark. We emphasize that only points of % which are near the 
points of %” are represented in this figure. Actually, % may strictly contain the set of points marked in bold. 
We denote by C the closed 1 g-path obtained from the closed 1 g-path c(w) = (PO, PI, 
.‘.> P,,) with PO = P,, by removing the point E+r each time the point fi+2(mod,,) and the 
point fl both lie on A’ and are 6-adjacent. 
We also denote by C’ the closed 1 g-path obtained from the closed 1 g-path c(cG”) = 
(Qs,Qi,. .,Q,?/) with Qo = Q,,! by removing the point Ql+r each time the point 
Qi+2 (mod n) and the point Q, both lie on A’ and are 6-adjacent. Lemma 111.1.1 can 
be applied both to C and C’, and besides if C” and C’* denote the image of C and 
C’, respectively, then C* n A’ =A(%) n A’ and C’* n A =A(%‘) fl A. 
The set of the points of % which are 18-adjacent to points of (6 is easily shown 
to be a 6-connected subset of %’ and, from the very construction of C, they form a 
maximal sequence .f = (Ml,. . , A4k ) of successive points of C which are points of the 
half-plane K. 
For convenience and by changing the parameter in the closed Is-path C, we may 
assume that Ml,. . , Mk are the first points of the closed 1 g-path C. More precisely, up 
to a change of parameter, the closed 18-path C is of the form (A40, MI,. . ,M,), with 
m 3 k and its intersection with ‘G’ is equal to {MI,. ,I&}. 
Similarly, the set of points of %5 which are 18-adjacent to points of %’ is a 
6-connected subset of K, and they form a maximal sequence .Y” = (Ni , . , Np ) of suc- 
cessive points of C’ which are points of the half-plane K’. Moreover, up to a change 
of parameter, the closed 1 g-path C is of the form (No, Ni, . . . , N+), with m’ 3 k’ and 
its intersection with V is equal to {Ni,.. .,N~J} (Fig. 16). 
Step 2: A40 and Mk+r belong to Cl*. 
Let us prove it. These points, being 26-adjacent to Ml and ML of %” and not be- 
longing to V’, are points of A(??‘). Now let us show that MO and Mk+i have not 
been removed when constructing C’ from c(%‘). Indeed, such a removed point M of 
A(%‘) which does not belong to C’* is of the form Q,+i with Q, and Ql+2 which are 
6-adjacent and both lying in A. Then, from the condition (iv) of the definition of a 
18pcqc, the only points such an M can be adjacent to are Qi and QI (1, both in A. 
Now. the points AJo and ML+, ~ being respectively 18-adjacent to the points :M,,,_ j and 
Mk+l (mod ,,,) which are not points of A ~ the points A4() and 51~ Eli are points of C“ ‘. 
Step 3: &yinrzi~i(] to incrstigute th wkitiw posiiiorl of’ thr ,v,‘s urd the ;bt,‘s. 
Lel us prove that if MO has (n - I) as its first coordinate. there exists a point ,A4,{ 
(which may be equal to Mu) which is IX-adjacent to a point A’, of {Xl.. , :$‘A~ } and 
which also has its first coordinate equal to (a ~ 1 ) and is a point of C’*. Moreover. 
M,j can be chosen either equal to MO or to M,,,_I. 
~ If MO is itself 1 g-adjacent to a point N, of {N,. , h’i/ }, then we set M,j = MO. 
~ Now we assume that MO is not 1 g-adjacent to a point A’, of {Ni.. , Ni J }. 
The point MO being 18-adjacent to the point Ml of 55’. the third coordinate of :Ll(, is 
greater than or equal to C. Moreover MO. belonging to C”. is 26-adjacent to some point 
N of % so that the third coordinate of ,V,, is less than or equal to c + 1. and finally 
belongs to {c, C’ + I}. 
Let us first prove that there exists a point Q t {n;ii.. , N,,t) which is 26adjacent 
to M,:,. We denote by /j the second coordinate of A40. Then, from their adjacency to 
.hl,,, the points MI and N both have their second coordinate in f/i ~ I,/{. /I + I }. Since 
MI t A'. the only variable coordinate of Ml is the second one, and we can distinguish 
three cases according to the second coordinate of ,2/l,. 
First ULW: If MI = (a, fl,c + 1 ). 
Then, since N = (a, ~3. c) with y E {/j& I./r. /I+ l}. the points Ml and .Y are I X-adjacent. 
This shows from the definition of {Ni.. . ,Na’} that :V t { Nl.. . N,\J}. So we set Q: !\:. 
S~wmti I’LI.Yl’: If A4, = (a, p ~ I, c + I ). 
If the previous point N belongs to {NI.. , Nkt}, then we set Q = N and we are done. 
Otherwise, we assume that N @ {Ni, . . !%‘A> }. Let us prove that N = (a, /i + I. c). Since 
N t ((5 and the third coordinates of Ml and N differ at most by I, we only have to prove 
that .A41 and Q are not 26-adjacent. Now, from the very definition of {N,. . . ,4’~ 8 }, if 
the point N t % was 26-adjacent to hfi E ‘Z’, then N would belong to { :Yi.. . ,a;/ ). 
which would contradict our assumption on N. Therefore the point N has /j + I as its 
second coordinate. Now from the definition of {n/l,. . Mk} the point MI is I X-adjacent 
to some point N’ of %, and besides in the present case the point N’ must have either 
/I - 2, or /j - I or fl as its second coordinate. Then from the connectivity of %. the 
point N” = (u, /i. C) is a point of %. The point h-I\ I= (a. fi. c + 1 ) is 1 g-adjacent to R;” 
and in particular N” t {Ni,. , Np}. Let us prove that A40 is 26-adjacent to :V”. Since 
A”’ =I (cJ>/~,c). and from the assumption of step 3 that A40 = (n ~ 1,/j.:) with. as we 
saw above, z E {c. L’+ I}. we see that MO and N” are 1 g-adjacent and the point Q = .I”’ 
is convenient. 
Third u.~~~: Similarly, if we assume that Mi has /j + 1 as its second coordinate. vvc 
prove that a point Q of {Ni , . , Nhl} exists which is 26-adjacent to MO. 
Then, since we are in the case where A40 is I g-adjacent to no point of { NI . . . :V~J }_ 
the point MO - being 26-adjacent to Q t { Ni, . . /VA J } must have its third coordinate 
equal to C’ + I (otherwise MO would be IS-adjacent to P). 
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For the same reason, there exists no point of {Nt,. . , Nkf} which has fl as its second 
coordinate. Therefore, since MI E %’ has its second coordinate in {/J - 1, /I, fi + l}, there 
exists no point of % which has its second coordinate equal to /I (indeed, such a point 
would be l&adjacent to the point A41 of A’ so that it would lie in {Nt,. .,Nx~} 
by definition). The point Q of {Nl,. ,Nk/} c % which is 26-adjacent to MO must 
therefore have its second coordinate in {/3 - I, /I + l}, and we may assume without 
loss of generality (from the symmetry of the problem) that Q has its second coordinate 
equal to (/J - 1). 
From the connectivity of (6, all the points of G!? then have their second coordinate 
less than or equal to ([I - 1) and all the points of C*, being 26-adjacent to points ‘ZZ, 
must have their second coordinate less than or equal to /J. 
Returning back to the purpose of step 3, let us prove that a point M,‘, =M,,_t is 
suitable (i.e. M,_I is 1%adjacent to a point N, of {Nt,. , N~J}, has (a ~ I ) as its first 
coordinate and is a point of C’*). 
Since A4, = MO = (a - 1, fi, c + 1) is l&adjacent to M,+ 1, the point Mm,_ 1 = (x, y,z) 
satisfies xda;yE{b ~ l,b,/I + l} and z >c. From the membership of M,,_I to C* 
it follows that XE {u - I,a,a + I}, _v<P and zdc + 1. Therefore, x E (0 - 1,~); 
YE{~- l,b} andzE{c,c+ I}. 
Moreover, from the very definition of C*, the point M,,_l EC” cannot lie on A. 
Observe that, the point MI being a point of ‘G” which is l&adjacent to MO = (a - 
l,fi,c+l), can have as coordinates either (a,B,c+l) or (a,B-l,c+l) or (a,~+l,c+l). 
Moreover the point MI being l&adjacent to some point of %’ (which, as we saw 
previously. has its second coordinate less than or equal to b - 1). Consequently the 
only possible position for MI and M,+, forces them to be 26-adjacent. 
Consequently, if the point A~,,_I happened to be on A’, it would be in the connected 
component %’ of A’ n,S and being (an element of C*) 26-adjacent to some point of %, 
it would be in {MI,. . . , Mk}. Besides, still considering A4,+t = (x, J:Z) and setting for 
i=l,..., k, M;=(Xi,y;,Zl), we have y;=yt -(i- 1). Since {y,yl}C{b- 1,/J} and 
by the assumption that M,- 1 is one of the Ml’s with i E { 1,. , k}, then the equality 
y = yt - (i - 1) implies i = 1 or 2 which is impossible since the closed I S-path C is 
one to one and m 24. 
Therefore, the point A4+t cannot lie on A’ and, since - as we have already seen - 
M,_, lies on A, having its third coordinate in {c, c + I}, the first coordinate of M,,,_l 
cannot be equal to a. 
Finally, the first coordinate of M,,_t must be equal to a - 1. 
Now, we observe that Q, which is 26-adjacent but not IS-adjacent to MO, has 
its second coordinate in {p - 1, p + I} and, being an element of %?, it has its sec- 
ond coordinate less than or equal to /I’ ~ 1. Since Q lies on A, it must be equal to 
(a,B - 1,c). 
Now we observe that from what has been proved for Q and from IV,_, # MO = 
(a - 1, /I, c + 1 ), the only possible positions of M,+l now are either (a - 1, B - 1, c) 
or (a - 1,/J - l,c+ 1) or (a - l,/I,c). 
Consequently, in all these cases, the point MA = M,,_ 1 is 1 g-adjacent to the point Q 
of {N, . , Nhl} and it has its first coordinate equal to u - I. 
Let us prove at last that A44 =M,,_I is a point of C’*. 
When showing that h/l,,_, 4 d’ we also saw that A4,,,_, is 26-adjacent to the point 
MI of ‘6’ so that Mn,_l is an element of A(%‘). Since it is l&adjacent to the point 
MO =I klR, of A(%‘) which is not a point of d. the point IVY,_, has not been removed 
during the construction of C’ from ~(‘6”). so that it must be in C’*. 
We have constructed A4; in such a way that, if MO is 1%adjacent to a point of 
{N,. , ,Yhf} then A.4; = A40, and otherwise IV/J = J4,,,_1. The main result of step 3 
consists in the fact that if A.4~~ has its first coordinate equal to (N - 11, then M,j also has 
the same first coordinate, is in C’*. and is 18-adjacent to a point N, of {:Vl . , ,V,,’ }. 
Since the closed Is-path C’ is a 18pcqc. since the points .Nl, , I’v’~~ arc successive 
in c“. from condition (ii) of Definition Il.2 it follows that the index i must belong lo 
{ 1.2.k - I,k’}. 
At last, since C’ = (No,. , N,l) with .Vo = N,,,, is a 18pcqc which contains ,%4,:. 
since the point MA is IS-adjacent to an element of {N~.N~.N~J_~I, NAP} but is not 
in the sequence (N,, , Nkf) of successive points of C’, the point A4; must be in 
iNo,N,+ I.N,~- ~.N~+~(rnod ,I?/,}. 
Since the problem is symmetric, we would prove in a similar way that 
if MO has its first coordinate equal to (a + 1 ), there exists a point A4; of {No. X,,+ , . 
,VL I+ I, /V, I , 2 ( I,,od .,J ,} which also has (II i- 1 ) as its first coordinate and is l&adjacent 
to a point of {NI,. . , Np}. Moreover, point M( can be chosen, either equal to MO if 
the latter is 1%adjacent to a point of {NI,. . . N~J}. or, otherwise, A4; can be chosen 
equal to M,,,_l. 
~- it ML, 1 has its first coordinate equal to (a - I). there exists a point /ML, , of 
I 
{ sV~~, A’, ,~_ 1. N~J, ~,N~-~+~~mo~,,,~~} which also has (a - I ) as its first coordinate and 
is, 1 g-adjacent to a point of {Nl.. . ,i%‘k~}. Moreover, point iML+, can be chosen. 
ellther equal to MA+, if the latter is l8-adjacent to a point of {NI.. . I’v’~, ). or, 
otherwise, A4; + , can be chosen equal to Mk+2 ,lnod,,,). 
~ if ML _I has its first coordinate equal to (a - I), there exists a point M,‘_ , of 
{No,N,,~I.Nk,_,,N~,+z(modnl,)} which also has (a + I) as its first coordinate and 
is l&adjacent to a point of {NI. _. .h’k~}. Moreover, point ML_, can be chosen, 
either equal to ML,, if the latter is IS-adjacent to a point of {Nl,. , Nk’ }. or. 
otherwise, ML ?, can be chosen equal to Mk+l ,nro~,,,I. 
Step 4: Cmssing the hu(j’ plunr K in the C-situution is equircrlrnt to crossimq t/w 
hulf~pkrrw K’ in the C’-situation. 
It is clear from the very definition of .f = (MI.. _ ML ) that no other maximal se- 
quence of successive points of C which are in K but 9 can meet 5%‘. Consequently, 
the parity of the number of times the closed l&path C crosses K at points of % is 
equal to I if C crosses K at the point MI, and is equal to 0 otherwise. 
Similarly, since from the definition of 9’ = (IV,,. . Nkj ), the only maximal sequence 
of >;uccessive points of C’ which lie in K’ and intersects % is 9”. the parity of the 
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number of times the closed l&path C’ crosses K’ at points of %’ is equal to 1 if C’ 
crosses K’ at the point Nl, and is equal to 0 otherwise. 
In other words, for each of the paths C and C’, there is only one maximal sequence 
of the 1%cqc which is on the half plane to consider. 
In order to prove n(%?, 97’) = n’(%‘, %), let us suppose at first that C crosses K at 
points of V’ an odd number of times, or equivalently we suppose that the closed 
l&path C crosses the half-plane K at the point Ml. 
From Definition III. 1.1, this last assumption means precisely that A40 and Mk+t do 
not lie on the same side of the half-plane K. Up to a symmetry, we may assume for 
instance that the point A40 has its first coordinate equal to (a - l), and that the point 
Mk+l has its first coordinate equal to (a + 1). 
So let IV,’ and I$+, be the points the existence of which has been proven in step 3, 
and which have respectively (a - 1) and (a + 1) as their first coordinate. 
The point IV; belongs to {Ng,N,~~~,Nk~+~,Nk~f~(mo~m~)} and by changing the pa- 
rameter in the closed 1%path C’ and reversing its orientation, we may assume for 
instance that M,’ E {Nkc+t , Np+2 cmo,j , p j}. 
_ If A46 = Nkl+l, then the point Nkf+z (,,,,,d m~ j is 1 s-adjacent to A4,$ so that Nkl+2 (mod ,I j 
has its first coordinate less than or equal to a, so that the A4;+, cannot be equal to 
Nk’+2(modm’). 
- Similarly, if I$ = Nkt+2crnod nil), the point k$+, cannot be equal to Nkf+l. 
Finally, ML+, E {No,N,,I_I}. 
Now we intend to show that the relative position of A4; and ML+, imply the analo- 
gous situation, namely that Nk!+i has (a - 1) as its first coordinate while No has (a+ 1) 
as its first coordinate. 
_ lf we assume that kf; = Nkj+l, the first coordinate of Nkl+[ is of course equal to 
a- 1. 
If we now assume that IV; = Nkf+2(modm/), then, since the point Nkj+l is (as a 
point of C’*) 26-adjacent to a point of %’ C A’, if Nkl+l was on A, it would be- 
long {N , . . ..Nk.}, which is impossible. Moreover, Nkl+l cannot lie on A’ since it is 
a point of Cl*. At last, since Nk,+t is 18-adjacent to the point Nk, of A, the third 
coordinate of Nk,+t is less than or equal to c+ 1. Since Nkf+l is an element of C’*, its 
third coordinate is greater than or equal to c. Finally, Nkl+l lying neither on A nor on 
A’, its first coordinate cannot be equal to a. Since Nkf+i is 18-adjacent to Mi which 
has its first coordinate equal to (a - l), its first coordinate is less than or equal to 
(a - 1). Besides, as an element of C’*, the first coordinate of Nkt+i is greater than or 
equal to (a - 1). 
Finally, the point Nk,+t must have (a - 1) as its first coordinate. 
We prove in a similar way that NO has its first coordinate equal to (a + l), which 
shows, since the points NO and Nk,+t then do not lie on the same side of the half-plane 
K’, that the closed 18-path C’ crosses K’ at the point Ni 
Now, it is clear, since from the definition of 9 = (MI,. . . , A4h ), that no other maximal 
sequence of successive points of C which are in K but .9 can meet %?‘, the parity of 
the number of times C’ crosses K’ at points of % is equal to 1. 
Finally we have proved that, if C crosses K at points of ‘%’ an odd number of times, 
then C’ crosses K’ at points of % an odd number of times. 
Now similarly, if C’ crosses K’ at points of % an odd number of times. then C’ 
crosses K at points of ‘6’ an odd number of times, so that by contraposition if C 
crosses K at points of ‘6’ an even number of times. then C” crosses K’ at points of’6 
an even number of times. 
Therefore, taking into account the result of Lemma III. 1 ,l, we have proved that 
the parity of the number of times the closed IS-path c(% ) crosses the half-plane K 
at points of ‘6’ is equal to the number of times the closed 18-path ~((6’) crosses the 
half-plane K’ at points of W, i.e. n(%,%‘) :E n’(%‘,%)(mod2). U 
End of’ 111~ proof of’ Proposition III. I. 1: Let % 1, , % ,, be the connected components 
of S n n and let %‘I.. , ‘ti be the connected components of S n A’. As we observed 
before the previous Proposition 111.1.2. the two following modulo 2 equalities hold: 
1) 4 
(1) Int(P) z C C n(%,,%,‘)(mod2), 
/=I /‘I 
(2) Int(P’) E 5 fl: n’(%,‘.ct,)(mod2). 
/‘I i_~l 
From Lemma III.2 it follows that for all i E {I.. . p} and for all j t { 1.. .q} 
n(?‘l,.%,‘) s n’(%,‘,%,)(mod2). 
Therefore the two double sums providing the values of Int(P) and Int(P’) arc equal 
modulo 2, completing the proof of Proposition 111.1. I, and together with Proposi- 
tion 111.1.1, showing Theorem 111.1.2. 3 
Now, in order to prove Theorem 111.1.1. it remains to be shown that the set of all 
interior points is non-empty, 6-connected and bounded, and that the set of all exterior 
points is 6-connected. 
The following proof of these facts uses an exhaustive and automatic machine veri- 
fication of the different possible local cases. For this purpose, the notions of a surface 
and ‘of a IS-cqc being invariant under translations, we can reduce the investigation to 
the situation around the origin. 
Therefore, all the subsets of the 26-neighbourhood of the point 0 = (0.0.0) (i.e. 2’” 
sets of cardinality less than or equal to 26) have been analyzed, and all the subsets 
of Nzc,(0) which are 18-cqc have been selected. A list L of all 18-cqc of N2~,(0) has 
been thus provided. 
From the list L and given a point .hl = (x. 4: z) of Z’, one can obtain all the I X-cqc 
included in N>b(M) by translating each subset of N16(0) belonging to the list L by 
the vector (x. _v, z). 
Lemma 111.1.2. Let S he a finite surfircc. There is u point M of’s the scc~)rzd co- 
wdiinutr of’ ~chich is tnuxirnal umomg NII the points of’ S und t\vo points Q1 md (1~. 
which are both Gadjucent to A4, the point Ql being an interior point of S and the 
point Q2 being an exterior point of S. 
Corollary 111.1.1. Hence we note that the set of all interior points of’s and the set 
oj’all exterior points of S are both non-empty. 
Proof of Lemma 111.1.2. Let M = (io, j,, ko) be a point of S which has its second 
coordinate ja which is maximal among all the points of S. 
Let QZ be the point (io,,jo + l,ko) of Z3 and Qr be the point (io,,jo ~ l,ko). The 
points Ql and Q2 are both 6-adjacent to M. Since ja is the maximal possible second 
coordinate for any point of S, the point Q2 cannot be a point of S. 
Moreover, the ray having Qz as an extremity and being parallel to the second coor- 
dinate axis and directed towards the increasing second coordinates does not intersect 
S, so that Int(Q2) is clearly equal to 0 and hence Q2 is an exterior point of S. 
It has been proved by exhaustive automatic local case checking that the point Qi 
does not belong to S and the ray having Qi as an extremity and directed towards 
the increasing second coordinate meets the surface at a single point, and Int(Q1) = 1. 
Therefore, the point Ql is an interior point of S. 0 
Proposition 111.1.3. Let M, Ql und Q2 be as in the statement of Lemmu 111.1.3 uboae. 
Then any point of U3\S can be linked either to Ql or to Q2 by? u 6-path noninter- 
secting S. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 111.1.3 is based on the two following lemmas which 
have been proved by an exhaustive automatic local case checking: 
Lemma 111.1.3. For any point P of S, the number of &connected components of 
N26(P)\S containing points which are 6-adjacent to P is ut most 2. 
Lemma 111.1.4. Let S be m surjace and Q = (x,y,z) be u point of S. Let Q’ be a 
point which is l&adjacent to Q. Then for any point P which is in turn 6-udjucent to 
Q’, there exists a point P’ which is 6-adjacent to Q and there is u 6-path included 
in Z3\S which links the point P to P’. 
Proof of Proposition 111.1.3. Let A be the ray having A as an extremity, parallel to 
the second coordinate axis, and directed in the sense of increasing second coordinates. 
We distinguish two cases: 
First case: The ray A does not intersect S. Then, it is obvious that A can be linked 
by a 6-path following a line parallel to the second coordinate axis to a point belonging 
to the plane consisting of the points with jo + 1 as a second coordinate. This plane 
which contains Q2 - being 6-connected, and non-intersecting S, the point A can 
consequently be linked to Q2 by a 6-path which does not intersect S. 
Second cuse: The ray A intersects S at one point at least. 
Let Ma be the first point of d belonging to S. Then the closed surface S being 
1 &connected, there is an 1%path c = (MO.. . _, MA ) contained in S and which links the 
point A40 to the point M. Furthermore, if we denote by PO the point of 11 which is 
located just before A40 on the ray d, then PO is obviously in the same connected 
component of Z3\S as A, so that in order to show Proposition I11.1.3. we only 
have to show that PO can be linked either to Qi or to Qz by a 6-path contained 
in Zi:‘\S. 
At tirst, the point PO being 6-adjacent to MO, we see immediately (using inductively 
Lemma 111. I .4) that for i = I,. , k the point PO can be linked to a point h-adjacent to 
the point M, by a 6-path included in Zi\S. 
Consequently. the point PO can be linked to a point Pi which is 6-adjacent to the 
point MA = M by a 6-path included in Z’\S. Since Qr and Ql are. respectively. an 
interior and an exterior point of S, it follows from Theorem 111.1.2 that Ql and L,? are 
in distinct connected components of Z’\S, and hence a fortiori are in distinct connected 
components of iVz~,(M)\s. 
Now, from Lemma 111.1.3, the set IV’J~,(M)\S has at most two connected components 
containing points which are 6-adjacent to S. Consequently, the point Pi is either in 
the same 6-connected component of N?h(M)\S as QI or in the same h-connected 
component of N?b(M)\S as Q?, and hence can be linked either to Q or to QJ by a 
6-pa1.h included in Z’\S. 
By concatenating the 6-paths, we obtain the required 6-path included in Zi7’\.S and 
linking PO either to Q or to &. 0 
C;)nrp/c~ti/~~~ pt~~?f’ of’ Tlzeot~r III. 1.1: Let us prove that the set of all interior points 
of S is bounded. Obviously, any point P outside of a rectangle parallelepiped containing 
S can be linked to a point P’ of Zi” such that the ray d with P’ as an extremity, 
parallel to the second coordinate axis and directed in the sense of increasing second 
coordinates does not intersect S. Then we have Int(P’) = 0, hence (from the Theorem 
III. I ,2) Int( P) =O and P is an exterior point of S. The set of all interior points of S 
is hence bounded, which completes the proof of Theorem III.1 .I. 
Remark 111.1.3. Using Lemma 111.1.2, the l&connectivity of S, inductively using the 
Lemma 111.1.4, and using Theorem III. 1.2, one shows that any point of S is both 
6-ad.jacent o an interior point of S and &adjacent to an exterior point of S. 
The problem we consider in this part is the following: 
Let I’ be an object of Z3 (i.e. a subset of Z3). Under what condition can we consider 
that the border of c’ is a non-sinyulu~ surface‘? 
Obviously, the answer we propose here is not a complete one, but we shall define 
a heuristics to localize the singularities of the border of the object C. 
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This heuristics is based on our notion of surface of Z3 and its main advantage is that 
it concerns only the 26-neighbours of points of CC, which allows to expect a massive 
parallelization of the process. We have to define the border of G so that, if the object L’ 
is smooth (relatively to the size of a voxel), the border thus defined is a surface of Z3. 
On the other hand, if the object C presents irregularities at some points of its frontier, 
the 26-neighbourhood of the points of the discretized border should not, around these 
points, satisfy the local conditions of our notion of a discrete surface. 
At first, let us observe the following point: 
Remark III.2.1. As we can observe, (for example) by automatic exploration of local 
cases, if S is a closed surface of Z3, then there is no 26-simple point in S. 
Definition 111.2.1. Let C be a subset of Z3, the 6-border of C is the set of all points 
of (i which are 6-adjacent to the complement of c’. 
Our discretization process of the border of the object P consists in taking the 6- 
border of the object C, and then removing all 26simple points. Of course, the result 
depends on the order in which the 26-simple points are removed. 
Now, let r~ be a nonsingular (i.e. with nonzero differential) smooth surface of I@ 
given in an implicit form, i.e. using an equation: 
Ffx, y,z) = 0. 
Then the previously described algorithm, when applied to the set C of all points (x, y, z) 
of Z3 such that F(x, y, z) 3 0, gives a discrete approximation of the surface G. 
Any point of the discrete object obtained with this process is distant from r~ of at 
most 1. 
Remark 111.2.2. The sphere represented in Fig. 17 (the 6-border of a ball) is not 
a Morgenthaler’s surface when it is analyzed with 26-connectivity (in fact there are 
about 30% of the points of this sphere which are not Morgenthaler’s surface points 
(Fig. 18). Besides, neither is it a Morgenthaler’s surface when it is analyzed with the 
6-connectivity since its complement is 26-connected. 
Now we present the experimental results obtained, concerning the points whose 26- 
neighbourhood do not satisfy the local conditions imposed by our definition of surfaces, 
which show the relationship between the number of such points and the local curvature. 
111.2.2. Plunes and spheres 
As far as the discretization of planes (here considered as the 6-border of a half-space) 
and spheres (with radius 3 1) in general position is concerned, our experimental result 
is that all planes are spheres and surfaces. 
The discrete sphere of radius I’ was defined as the 6-border of the ball of radius 
(r + i), from which we suppressed all 26-simple points. 
Fig. 17. Example of a closed surface of Z3 obtaIned by discrctlration of a sptwrr 
Fig. 18. The points (in black), whose 26.neighbourhood do not satisfy the local conditions for wrfxx points 
For comparison, with the same 
of points whose 26-neighbourhood 
Morgenthaler [ 141 is around 30%. 
discretization of spheres, for each sphere the rate 
do not satisfy the local conditions for a surface 01‘ 
lII.2.3. Surf&es @cm in u ftinctional jkn 
We have shown in the figure below the results concerning functions of the form 
z(x, J)) = ~cos(x/a) cos(y/b) with a< 6. Let us note that these functions contain both 
local extrema and saddle points. 
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Fig. 19. Average rate of singular points as a function of the minimal curvature radius 
We evaluated the curvature radius p of the regular parametrized curve in R3 M(x) 
= (x, O,z(y, 0)) for x = 0. Hence the number p represents the curvature of a curve which 
is the intersection of the continuous surface U: z =2(x, y) with a plane perpendicular 
to the tangent plane of c at the point (O,O,O) (i.e. to the horizontal plane), the plane 
being chosen so that the curvature radius p thus obtained is minimal (as can be shown 
by an easy geometrical argument). 
Fig. 19 shows the rate of points of the discrete surface we obtain whose 26-neigh- 
bourhood do not satisfy the local conditions imposed by our definition of surfaces, as 
a function of the obtained radius p. 
The values of a, b and c are of the form 2”, 2fl and 2;‘, with integer CI, /I, and ;‘, and 
It is clear that for fixed values of c( and ‘/, the curve M(x) does not vary, and hence the 
value of p does not change. Each point in the following figure represents an average 
value for fixed 2 and y, of the obtained rate for all the corresponding values of /. 
Besides, we have qualitatively noticed that the rate of singular points decreases when 
/? increases. A geometrical interpretation of this is based on the fact that b is related 
to the curvature of the intersection of the surface with a vertical plane containing the 
second coordinate axis. More precisely, increasing B increases the curvature radius, 
which in turn provides a decrease of discrete singular points. 
Let us now present results leading to the proof that the points of the discrete surface, 
whose 26-neighbourhood do not satisfy the local conditions imposed by our definition 
of surfaces in Z3 lie neur the points of high local curvature. 
3 Y 
Table I 
i, h i’ ,I) 21 
_ 
5 7 2.5 I.1 I .s 
6 8 3 2 4 
7 9 3.5 I.14 I .4 
8 IO 1 I.14 I .J 
_ 
The tests we present here concern functions of the form ($:‘a) ~ (~,‘/h) with C/</I. 
As before, we evaluated the curvature ray p of the regular curve formed by the intcr- 
section of the surface with planes perpendicular to the tangent plane of the surface. A 
geometrical argument shows that this radius 0 is maximal at the point (O.O,O) and for 
the plane of equation J‘ = 0. 
We measured the average nz and the maximum M of the distance in Z’ to the 
point (0,O. 0) of the points of the discretized surface, whose 26-neighbourhood does 
not satisfy the local conditions imposed by our notion of a surface. The global rate 
of points of the discretized surface, whose 26-neighbourhood does not satisfy the local 
conditions imposed by our notion of surface is more or less. on the examples presented 
below, equal to 0.01 o/o. 
The surface is discretized on a cube [- 100; + IOO]‘. 
The results are presented in Table 1. 
The results tend to show that the points of the discretized surface, whose 2h- 
neighbourhood does not satisfy the local conditions imposed by our notion of surface 
lie near the points of high local curvature. 
We have defined a notion of a closed surface of Z3, and provided a characterization 
for interior points for finite surfaces. 
To do so, we have first provided a generalization of the notion of a .simplc c~lo.sr~~ 
curr~~, which could turn out to be intrinsically useful. For instance, the fact that a closed 
quasi-curve in the S-adjacency graph of Z* admits a parametrization and satisfies a 
Jordan theorem could enable us to work on closed &quasi-curves rather than on simple 
closed 8-curves. thus avoiding preliminary treatments having as purpose to turn thin 
objlects into simple closed 8-curves. Indeed, many discretized closed curves, or borders 
of objects. do satisfy the definition of closed quasi-curves in the g-adjacency graph 
(see [ 121). 
It turns out that the notion of a surface we have provided, which admits a very 
high number of possible local configurations, satisfies a 3D Jordan theorem. Besides, 
by using the list Ll containing all local possible configurations for a closed surFace, 
and by making an analogous list for the surfaces of [14, 151, we have proved that a 
Morgenthaler’s surface, when analyzed with the 26-connectivity relation, is always a 
surface according to our definition. 
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The generality of the local possible configurations of our notion of a surface enables 
us to define a discretization process for smooth surfaces which are given in an implicit 
form. 
A characterization for interior points has been given, which leads to a highly parallel 
filling algorithm, but there remains to be defined an efficient sequential (or more effi- 
cient parallel) filling algorithms for such surfaces. There are also further discretization 
algorithms to be defined which are mathematically sound related to this notion of a 
surface. 
We could also develop the notion of open surfaces (or, in other words, surfaces with 
boundaries) which immediately generalizes our notion of a surface. 
Other notions of a surface could be given by following the same thought process, for 
instance by using closed 26-quasi-curves instead of 18-cqc. One may also generalize in 
turn the notion of a closed quasi-curve, either considering a single adjacency relation 
[13], or considering several adjacency relations together and defining priorities for 
parametrizing objects. We could thus obtain: 
_ a new notion of a ‘simple closed curve’ which contains both the simple closed 
4-curves and the simple closed g-curves; 
- A generalization of a surface of Z3 which generalizes the notion of a surface pre- 
sented here. 
It is also possible to define, from the notion of a closed quasi-curve, a notion of sur- 
faces and not necessarily imbedded, but admitting self-intersections. In such a frame- 
work, it could be interesting to define, for such oriented surfaces, a notion of the 
winding number of a closed surface around a point. 
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